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Macro Outlook
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The Economics Of The Olympics
By Audrey Wang ‘25

T

he XXIV Olympic Winter
Games kicked off in spectacular style as the magnificent five rings of the
Olympics connected to each other at
the Opening Ceremony at the Beijing National Stadium.
The stunning opening ceremony was luxurious and even had a
virtual ice cube emerge from the stadium floor. Twenty-four laser beams
engraved the names of the twenty-four previous hosts before projecting the name of Beijing 2022 to
the countless performers singing and
dancing in the middle of the stadium. Beijing and the rest of the cities
in China prepared years for this day
to come while investing an estimated
38.5 billion U.S. dollars.

World War &

The Beijing National Speed
Skating Oval, also known as the
Ice Ribbon, was newly opened in
2021, making it the largest speed
skating venue in Asia, costing over
180 million dollars. The entire stadium is known for its modern oval-

like design, along with its amazing
technologies and striking lighting at
night. The light beams on the outside create a 3-dimensional nest
across the sky, making its way into
the top night sceneries in Beijing.
The ice artificially made in this stadium is also known as the fastest
ice ever created because of its 0 difference between temperature and
thickness of the ice. The entire stadium takes hundreds of million dollars to maintain yearly.
Even
though
torches
brought a mesmerizing Opening
Ceremony along with a climactic
end, one torch alone with its specialized fire was 300 million dollars.
Every rehearsal requires staff members of 2,500 people, and ...
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America’s New “Boom Towns”

Economic Catastrophe By Zachary Elias ‘23

in the Near Horizon?

R

By Michael D’Ambrosio ‘23

ed alerts are sounding on
the eastern edge of Europe
as Russia is packing the
Ukrainian borders with immense and overwhelming artillery
that can only indicate a full-fledged
invasion is on the horizon in the imminent future. An invasion will bring
a substantial loss of human life and
serious economic implications to
the world markets and the prices of
commodities. This attack will create
a shockwave through financial markets. Starting with oil, a Russian staple ( the world’s third richest supplier of petroleum) can take a massive
hit as a consequence of their actions.
Many experts predict this will push
oil to over $100 a barrel, which will
only worsen gas prices throughout
the world. What’s more concerning
is that Europe is heavily reliant on
Russia for oil. Their gas flows into Europe on the Nord Pipestream which
cuts through a large part of Ukraine.
An invasion would mean a stoppage
in the pipeline and leave a huge percentage of Europe in an oil deficit. A
Russian attack will result in severe
government sanctions from the U.S
and other entities that will cut or

T

he effect of the Covid-19 pandemic on the US housing market,
the workplace, and life in general cannot be understated. All
facets of existence have been altered by this cataclysmic event
that has not only challenged us as a people; but tested both of
our individual and societal limits. These effects can be clearly seen upon
examination of people migrating from traditional metropolitan areas
(e.g., New York, Boston, Los Angeles, Chicago) to sunbelt cities, particularly Austin, Texas, and Tampa, Florida.
Let’s start with Austin first. Austin, Texas is the capital of the Lonestar state and has always been known for being “weird”, hence Matthew
McConougheys’ “Keep Austin Weird” campaign. Austin is commonly
known as the lone blueberry in the apple pie that is Texas, meaning that
Austin is a liberal city in a relatively...
continued page FOUR

slow down Russia’s supply chain
and the flow of energy. Essentially, we can wake up the next day
and experience a
totally different
financial layout
and perspective.
After the news
of a potential
attack, the IHS
(Information
Services Company) lowered
their projected
global
growth
from 4.3% to
4.0%. News of these anticipated
events are causing panic and creating red alerts across the world
markets. Simple commodities

such as wheat and palladium will
spike and inflate as a result of potential economic sanctions. This is
incredibly impactful as Russia, along
with the Ukraine,
generate
around
30% percent of the
world’s production
of wheat. An increase in this price
will affect people all
around the world,
especially those in
3rd world nations
that can’t afford
high prices. Wheat is such a simple
ingredient that is commonly used
and will put a lot of people in...
continued page FOUR
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Saudi Oil

T

By Tiyana-Marie Bassim ‘23

he United States and Saudi
Arabia have a bilateral economic relationship, with the
United States being Saudi’s
second-largest trading partner. Arguably the most critical good traded is
oil. In fact, Saudi Arabia is the third
leading source of imported oil for the
United States. COVID-19 has not been
a sympathizing factor for Saudi Arabia,
as they raised oil prices for Asian and
American buyers. The Saudi mindset
seems to allude to the fact that demand
is staying strong even in light of the recent omicron variant. The Organization of Petroleum Exploiting Countries
(including Saudi Arabia and Russia)
and its allies informed traders of a decision to boost crude output. Saudi Aramco increased the prices of all crude
grades in January, February and March
to the United States and Asia. Arab
crude in March to the United States
was raised by 30 cents a barrel and 60
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cents for Asian consumers. Saudi Arabia’s crude OSPs come out around the
fifth of every month, and their pricing
is important due to the fact they set the
trend that Iran, Kuwait, and Iraq price.
Increasing oil prices positively impacts
the country exporting the oil, whereas
the opposite is true for importing countries. However, it is important to ask
how far each side is willing to push each
other for this liquid gold that makes the
world go round? A Saudi-led coalition
fighting Yemen’s Houthi rebels launched
an airstrike targeting Yemen’s capital
following an attack that killed three in
Abu Dhabi. In general, these Saudi-led
coalitions have launched airstrikes that
have led to thousands of civilians dead
in Yemen. The United States in the past
has threatened to cut off sales of U.S.
arms, but will this be extended to oil
where Saudi will lose a trading partner?
Although “Saudi Arabia has not, and
will not, seek to intentionally damage
U.S. shale oil producers,” according to
Saudis’ lobbyists in D.C., when will the
United States put its foot down?
Photo Credits: CNN News

The Future of Nuclear Energy in the US?
By Tavish McNulty ‘23

F

rom wind and water mills to
steam engines to splitting the
atom, humanity has come up
with many ways of using the
world’s energy resources to make our
lives easier. Here in the U.S., we get
energy from approximately 60% fossil fuels, 20% renewables, and 20%
nuclear energy. In the U.S., there are
over 3,400 fossil fuel plants and, over
2,500 solar electricity generating
plants, over 57,000 wind turbines.
Meanwhile, there are about 60 nuclear power plants commercially operated in the United States. If you’re
unfamiliar with nuclear energy and
find these statistics odd, the reason
why we aren’t 100% nuclear currently
is because of the risk that comes with
these reactors. Statistically, reactor
failures are highly unlikely, about 1
in 3704 years of reactor’s operation,
according to a study by Thomas Rose
and Trevor Sweeting in the bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists. However,

the inevitable problem with reactors
is the waste it produces, particularly plutonium, also known as “the
world’s most dangerous element to
mankind.” When a company invests
in a nuclear power plant, it must account for the fact that
the plutonium produced from the plant
cannot be transported. So, eventually,
the plant will have
too much waste to
safely operate. This
problem
creates
high costs and longevity problems for
nuclear plants. The
dome that is seen in
many nuclear plants
is the area of the structure that will
be completely encased in concrete
when a reactor shuts down to contain nuclear waste. This process is so
costly that it is in fact more expensive to close a reactor than to build
one. On average, these reactors last

about 39 years. Since about the year
2000, the nuclear production in the
U.S. has been relatively stagnant.
Despite the issues and problems
surrounding nuclear power, it is the
greatest tool we have in reducing
carbon emissions as
well as powering a
fifth of our nation’s
energy. Henceforth,
it should be alarming
that most reactors in
the U.S. were built
between 1970 and
1990. This means
that, at the very best,
the majority of our
nuclear energy will
be out of commission by 2029. The
current nuclear sector relies heavily on subsidies such as the 6 billion
dollars in last year’s Infrastructure
Bill passed by Congress that is going to nuclear power plants. However, the money is only available
for existing nuclear plants. Another
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policy under consideration is a tax
credit for nuclear power production
in the Build Back Better Bill. Despite
these remedies, more is needed to be
done in preserving our nuclear sector. A new company that just recently split from Exelon called Constellation Energy Corporation has large
plans on investment in the nuclear
sector. Constellation, already with a
strong foundation being previously
purchased by Exelon in 2012, has the
largest array of nuclear power plants
in the country, quite the start. Investment in corporations like these
and more subsidies are essential in
maintaining our nuclear sector. This
doesn’t go without saying that nuclear reactors are not undesirable for
their possible radiation and disasters. However, in a planet at risk, we
need to reduce our carbon emissions.
Therefore, I encourage all to look at
nuclear energy not as the end but as
a means to an end in a safe sustainable energy future as we continue to
research new technologies.

The College Street Journal is a non-proﬁt non
partisan student publication at The College of
the Holy Cross.
The College Street Journal is distributed free of
charge to all students, faculty, staff and employees of the institution.
Opinions expressed in the College Street
Journal are not necessarily those of the College
of the Holy Cross. This paper is printed by
Gannett Publishing Services. Redistribution of
any part of ths paper is not permitted without
express written consent of the College Street
Journal.
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By Brandon Smith ‘24

or decades, NCAA FBS College Football
has been a competitive league featuring
teams competing to bring a championship
trophy back home to their respective campuses. What makes these games even more entertaining to watch is knowing that the young men on
each team are college students, taking classes off
the field while competing to live out their dreams of
being drafted while on the field. However, in recent
years we have seen an apparent change in college
football operations. Teams such as Alabama, Georgia, Clemson, and a select few others have risen to
college football stardom as they are serious contenders to win a championship every year whereas
other teams such as the UConn, Vanderbilt, and
UMass have virtually no chance of winning over
half of their games, let alone winning the National
Championship. This dominance from SEC teams
goes beyond winning championships though. On
draft night, a vast majority of draft selections come
from SEC, Big 10, or ACC schools, with other teams
outside of these Power 5 conferences seeing hardly
any of their players drafted. With this in mind, is
college football equally competitive anymore? Why
can’t other teams emerge to stardom like Alabama
and Georgia? And most importantly, what makes
the aforementioned teams of the most elite caliber
every year?
The answer to this question is simple. College football is a business. There is a clear formula

that continues to bolster SEC and Big 10 teams to
the top of the food chain. Let’s take Alabama for
example. Alabama has won the National Championship game six times in the last twelve years, and
has appeared in the game nine times in the last
twelve years. The formula begins with the hiring of
Head Coach, Nick Saban. When Coach Saban was
hired, he had a top tier reputation from his days
coaching at LSU and for the Miami Dolphins in the
NFL. His background, along with the money the
University of Alabama funneled into their football
program, attracted many young athletes who were
seen as the best in the nation. With a blank check
and the promise of Coach Saban in charge, five
star recruits were flocking, and continued to flock
to Alabama more so than any other team in the
NCAA. Since the dawn of the Saban era, Alabama
has spent more money recruiting players and offering scholarships than any other team in the nation.
In fact, in the most recent fiscal year, the University
of Alabama allocated $173,648,028 into their athletic programs– (football being the chief recipient
of these funds). In addition, Alabama had the most
athletes drafted to the NFL in the 2021 draft. When
a seventeen year old high school football player attends Alabama for his visit, and he is made aware
of the hefty scholarship he will receive, along with
the high possibility of getting drafted into the NFL
and winning a National Championship, the decision to attend Alabama over a school such as Fres-

no State is a no brainer, as (Fresno State spends less
thant one-eighth on their football program than
Alabama does).
Alabama is one of numerous examples of
college football teams spending an abundance of
their respective university’s money on their football program. These schools have decided to view
college football as a business, and their financial investment has yielded the results they sought out for.
The athletic budget for big name Power 5 schools is
far superior to that of schools from less competitive conferences, hence the repetitive results we see
every January when Alabama, Ohio State, Georgia,
and Clemson are at the cusp of winning yet another National Championship.
Though there are a select few examples of
NFL stars who were not offered generous athletic
scholarships during their college days (for example, Green Bay Packers’ MVP quarterback Aaron
Rodgers), the amount of NFL draftees who played
for elite programs with high athletic budgets, and
who run their program as a business as opposed to
a team is fastly decreasing. Until colleges like UMass, UConn, and other less successful football teams
can invest a substantial amount of money into their
program and operate as a business, we will continue to see the National Championship trophy returning to Tuscaloosa, Alabama essentially every
year.
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America’s New “Boom Towns”

Economics of
Olympics

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

Even though torches brought a mesmerizing Opening Ceremony along
with a climactic end, one torch alone
with its specialized fire was 300 million dollars. Every rehearsal requires
staff members of 2,500 people, and
runs with the cost of money like an
actual opening. This was four times
the expense compared to the other
Olympics openings in previous years.
This year, the entire outdoor skiing events operated on 100% artificial snow, which took place in Yanqing and in Zhangjiakou, which are
75 km and 180 km from Beijing. The
artificial snow combined in these two
places makes 1.2 million cubic meters. The exclusive driverless bullet
train that links athletes from Beijing
to these events costs over 20 billion
U.S. dollars. Professor Yang at the
University of Shizuoka stated that the
Chinese government never considered the practical profits nor the return on investment; they just wasted
unnecessary money to show the foreign media and countries how powerful China is. Professor Yang also
predicted that for much of the infrastructure built in these poorer areas
like Zhangjiakou, the local government won’t have the money to maintain such a costly high-tech structure
in their local village.
The “One World, One Family”
theme of the Opening Ceremony was
represented by a single snowflake,
similar to how the world is connected together. Behind the phenomenal
Olympics, it leaves many workers
from suburban China out of work because of the 5- years blue sky project
in Beijing, which forcibly shut down
many factories. Should China instead spend more money lifting the
extremely poor villages in the southwest? One specific village in Sichuan
province sits 3,000 meters above sea
level, where people live for under 2
dollars a day, and many children are
abandoned because their parents

Map Via: Realtor.com

Austin is commonly known as the lone blueberry
in the apple pie that is Texas, meaning that Austin
is a liberal city in a relatively conservative state.
Because of this, disenchanted urbanites from LA
and New York have been flocking to Austin for its
culture, low taxes, and weather. Now that work is
remote for many, there is no need to reside in expensive cities, like New York or Boston, living in a
1-bedroom apartment when you can get a house
or more spacious and new apartment in Austin.
Not to mention the attractive work opportunities
with companies such as Dell, Tesla, and a plethora of other tech companies. With lower taxes, hot
job growth, and better weather than New York,
Chicago, and Boston it is easy to see why Austin
is winning out over the traditional metro areas.
Similarly, Tampa, Florida is another
sunbelt city that has seen rapid growth in the
past year. According to the Wall Street Journal,
the Tampa real estate market is one of the fastest
growing in the country, and it’s easy to see why.
Tampa offers what cities like Boston never could:
warmth and sunshine all year round. Like Austin,
if you could afford a single-family home in a low-

Matthew Mcconaughey (Photo Credits: southernliving.com)

have to work in the city. If
China even cut just 0.5% of
their budget for the Olympics to launch a project to
help this particular village
out of poverty, that could
make a major difference.

Photo Credits: FOX Sports

World War & Economic
Catastrophe in the Near Horizon?
Continued from page 1

Wheat is such a simple ingredient
that is commonly used and will put a
lot of people in a pinch. When looking at the futures price of Palladium,
it has skyrocketed $500 in the past
two weeks. It’s a critical component
in the fuel cells to power cars and
buses. A price increase in this sector
helps no one. Looking at the markets
for wheat and palladium emphasizes how dependent industries are on
Russia. There are particular markets
that are already being hit hard by different circumstances, aluminum for

tax state with warm weather in an up-and-coming metropolitan area with a great football team
to boot, what would you choose? Would you stay
in Boston or New York when your office isn’t
open, and you’re trapped in your studio apartment with roaches and mold?
In the end, it all boils down to the concept
of options. With remote work people have choices in where they live. Many are no longer tied to
an office and have yet to return, if ever, to one.
Hence this great migration to Tampa and Austin.

example is in a 2.3 million ton deficit. Russia produces almost 4 million tons of aluminum, so a deduction in their yearly distribution and
production will be catastrophic to
this industry and increase the price
at a substantial rate. Russia produces
an abundance of commodities and
they will spike in price if the Kremlin crosses into Ukrainian territory.
It will create financial turmoil for a
substantial period of time and will
add to the continued losses everyone is already facing from inflation.
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What Aging Populations Mean for Economies
By Martha Wyatt-Luth ‘25

E

veryone knows the saying
that time is priceless. But is
it? In an age of increasing
longevity, it’s important to
understand the financial implications
of aging populations. This is already
beginning to impact economies on
a macro as well as on a micro-scale.
Whether that be the target demographics for new companies or the
change in how people need to finance
their livelihood.
There is no doubt that the more
years we live, the more expensive our
lives will become. In Lynda Gratton
and Andrew J. Scott’s book, “The
100-Year-Life” there is a serious discussion on how unaffordable a longer life may become for some people. People may need to work longer
hours for a larger portion of their life
in order to afford housing and eventually retirement of some sort if they
can afford such a luxury.
In a way, the “gift of a long life” becomes a curse. This may also mean
that close quarters during quarantine
may become normal such as college
grads moving back home or grandparents moving into their children’s
homes. There is also a probability that
state pensions will decrease. Currently, many people receive pensions

when they retire from a job based on
a formula that expects the tax base
to cover the expense of the pensions.
However, with aging populations and
declining birth rates, the tax base is
shrinking. Eventually, there won’t be
enough money from taxes to afford
everyone’s pensions unless the pensions begin to decrease.
In addition, Economists believe that
as populations age, GDP growth will
slow down, thereby putting pressure
again on government budgeting. Less
money coming in means less money
the government can spend on health
care, infrastructure spending, government salaries, and more. According to the IMF, the working-force
population in Europe will “fall more
than 20 percent between 2015 and
2055, with an attendant decline in
GDP growth.” So how are governments, companies, or individuals trying to combat this?
In a way to make up for this, the
company’s of these employees have
to decrease their own pension plans.
Because of this unreliability for financial security from the state and
private companies, individuals have
to save more themselves. What will
this mean for an individual’s discretionary income? One must consider
the fact that children and the elderly consume more than they produce.

And if this part of the population
continues to rise in comparison to the
workforce, the ratio of consumption
to production will increase. However,
in the majority of countries, the birth
rate is declining which means that the
decline in children may offset the increase in consumption by the elderly.
But in general, there is an issue with
a lack of production to make up for
the high rate of consumption. In fact,
IM believes that “by 2050, unless the
labor supply increases, consumption
must drop by 25 percent in China, 9
percent in the United States, and 13
percent in other high-income countries.” Furthermore, there will be a
budgetary crisis for governments that
may instigate a recession unless proactive measures are taken.
Taxes will likely be raised in wealthy
countries to offset these costs. Individuals will have to work for longer
hours for more years. The sectors
of employment will likely shift due
to the change in workforce demographics, causing individuals to be
equipped to handle a variety of tasks.
For instance, it is highly probable
that the health care sector will grow
as more people are concerned for
their health and quality of life. Much
of manual labor is being phased out
with the introduction of technology
such as robots. This means there will

be a strong emphasis on fields requiring unique human skills such as
research, investment, and entrepreneurship.

Whatever may occur, individuals
must be prepared to approach lifetime
employment with a flexible mindset
and broader skill base. This may even
indicate the strength of a liberal arts
education, as it does promote such a
rounded skill base and outlook. The
consequences and even benefits of an
aging population will begin to show
themselves as public policies and the
private sector begins to adjust to this
age of longevity. Whether you consider it a blessing or a curse, living
longer is a reality we all need to brace
ourselves for.

The Story of Meta

F

By Christopher Fashek ‘23

Photo Credits: CNET

Photo Credits: medium.datadriveninvestor.com

or the past decade, big tech
has dominated the world
economy, soaring to new
heights each year. The big
five of Apple, Amazon, Alphabet, Microsoft, and Meta are each members
of the one trillion club, the elusive
list of companies which have crossed
a market capitalization of over one
trillion dollars. However, 2022 has
proved a rough year for these seemingly invincible corporations. Meta
has so far been the hardest hit. Recently renamed from Facebook, Meta
shocked investors in their latest earnings release, causing an overnight
drop of nearly 30% on February 2nd.
In one day over $250 billion dollars
of market capitalization was erased,
the worst one-day loss in U.S. history.
At the core of Meta’s poor
earnings report was the shocking
news that daily active users (DAUs)
declined. This decline in Meta’s user
base was a first for the company and
spooked investors who had for so
long relied on their pattern of continuous growth. In an address to
shareholders, CEO Mark Zuckerberg
noted the threat of new competitors
such as TikTok on their platform.
The short video form that TikTok offers has quickly gained huge success
among young people, and Meta plans

to focus on its TikTok equivalent: Instagram Reels. In addition, changes
in Apple’s iOS software have harmed
Meta’s advertising revenue. Meta’s
past advertising success has largely stemmed from its ability to tailor
ads to users. However, Apple’s new
update limits apps like Facebook and
Instagram from tracking user habits.
Less data is available for Meta to tailor their ads, and as a result Meta’s ad
revenue has suffered. The company
estimates that its 2022 ad revenue will
fall by $10B due to Apple’s changes.
Meta’s place among the big
tech giants looks increasingly shaky.
However, the company has navigated away from past problems before.
In 2014, much of Instagram’s success
was threatened by Snapchat Stories.
Instagram, however, released its own
take on Stories and quickly gained
user share from Snapchat. CEO, Mark
Zuckerberg, has not shied away from
bold moves either. The company’s
recent name change reflects another
transition. Zuckerberg is betting big
on the ‘Metaverse’, which he believes
will be the successor to the mobile Internet. The Metaverse will combine
virtual reality with real life and in
2021 alone, Meta invested $10B in the
project. Only time will tell if this big
investment pays off, but one thing is
clear: Meta is in transition.
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BEYOND THE HILL:
ALUMNI INTERVIEW WITH FRANK MORAN ‘87

By Christian McGannon ‘23

four or five that I was pretty serious about.
I was between pre-med at Cornell or economics and accounting at Holy Cross and
couldn’t decide, so my dad ended up giving me a quarter and I flipped it and chose
Holy Cross. My father was an accountant
and told me business was the best place
to start, as it sets the base for everything.
Holy Cross is a great school and has a
great reputation, so it worked out well.

I

n this interview, I spoke to Frank
Moran ‘87, Director of Finance and
Accounting at Breckenridge Pharmaceutical, Inc. We talked about his
experiences at Holy Cross, his wealth of
professional experience, and the advice he
has for current students.

Tell me a little bit about your
pre-Holy Cross days.
I grew up in Simsbury, Connecticut. I
played a lot of different sports growing up, especially football. I also liked
school a lot, so that helped me get into
Holy Cross. Still living near where I was
brought up and seeing my kids grow up
in the same area, I get to see how much
has changed, which is interesting as well.
What did you study at Holy Cross?
What activities did you enjoy as a
student?
At Holy Cross, I studied economics and
accounting. I also still wanted to play a
sport, so I joined the fencing team when
Holy Cross’s was Division I. We played a
lot of the better schools in the area, like
MIT and Brown, and it was a lot of fun
to meet people from different groups.
I really enjoyed the classes that I took,
and once you were in the economics/
accounting program, you mostly stayed
with the same people. It was really fun, I
enjoyed it. I made a lot of friends there,
and I also got to study abroad in London junior year. That was one of the
best times I’ve had my whole life. I didn’t
participate in all that many other extracurricular activities, other than hanging
out with friends.

Can you tell me about your general
work experience and what it is you
do now?
I started off, like most people from our
program, in public accounting. I worked at
Arthur Andersen for probably four or five
years. You kind of go through the mill of
public accounting and either go up or go
out, and I was out after that. Next I was an
assistant controller, and then a controller
at a small electric company. Then I went
to work at United Technologies which has
since become Raytheon Technologies, a
large multinational company, and went
through one of their internal audit programs. After that, I took the accounting
degree I had and shifted gears to become
a pricing manager for Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, which was interesting because I
had to know a lot about business but also a
lot about projections, math, and numbers,
and I ended up working there for about
seven years. From there, I shifted gears
again and went into financial analysis for a
startup that made fuel cells and hydrogen
generators. Then, I worked as a manager
of mergers and acquisitions for a company
that’s in print advertising. Now, I work at
a generic pharmaceutical company where
I entered as a manager of financial planning and analysis, but now I’m a director
of finance and accounting, so I kind of
went full circle. Accounting is sort of the
language of business, so you can understand the basics and figure out the rest as
you go along.

How did your lessons from Holy
Cross help you in your career?
That’s an interesting question. The thing I
always take with me is the way to prepare,
work, and organize yourself and present
a solution to a problem. A lot of places
Can you tell me how you got into didn’t really teach that, but Holy Cross
economics and accounting?
did. My professors always emphasized not
It was funny; when I applied to schools so much getting to the answer, but getting
I applied to probably seven or eight and to understand the problem first. After fully

understanding the problem, that’s when
you can start to formulate your solution
instead of just trying to jump to the end.
That’s the process I learned at Holy Cross,
and it’s funny that a lot of people don’t
learn that.
Where do you see yourself in 5-10
years?
I hope I’m retired! I’ll probably be in the
same field in five years; the company I’m
with currently is going through a lot of
changes so we’ll see how I can progress
there. Hey, I’ve tried many industries,
maybe I’ll try one more before I hang
it up. It’s interesting to take the lessons
you’ve learned from different places and
be able to apply them to different industries because there are a lot of similarities.
Do you have any advice for current
Holy Cross students?
There’s always a lot to learn; don’t ever
think that you’ve mastered what you think
you’ve mastered because something will
come along to show you that you haven’t.
Just remain curious; remain open to a
new idea even if it’s a little crazy, because
sometimes in a little crazy you find something really interesting. One of the companies I worked for had machinery that
supposedly was too dangerous to put close
together. There was a submarine in the
past that had its machinery explode when
it was configured in too tight a formation.
Our president looked into it and found
that someone had rested a wrench on top
of two neighboring machines, which was
what really caused the fire, not the proximity. Being able to group the machines closer together was a real opportunity for the
company and allowed it to do extremely
well. Sometimes you might believe something is true and never look into it, but a
little research goes a long way. Question
the absolutes that are given to you because
sometimes you’re just a tweak away from a
real winner.

Photo Credits: Merchantmaverick.com
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PROFESSOR EDITORIAL
War, Diplomacy and Economic Leverage

I

By Clayton J. Cleveland

n his history of the United Nations, Paul Kennedy opens with the suggestion that if the UN did not exist that the states of the world would have
to invent it. The point that he was making is not about the inherent value
of the UN but rather the importance of a mechanism for working with
others to solve problems and advance state interests. Some problems cannot
be solved by a state on its own. Cooperating with others through multilateral
channels is useful and can serve the interests of the United States. Conducting
diplomacy and advancing the American national interest requires working with
our allies. The current Biden Administration has found this out in the recent
dispute between Russia and NATO over Ukraine. American efforts to present a
united front on the position against Russian aggression have, for the most part,
succeeded. The consequences of severe sanctions are only effective if the U.S.
can credibly claim to have the support of its allies. One important lesson they
should draw from this experience is that there is no single, silver bullet solution
which produces a successful foreign policy but instead small actions which taken together culminate in a great effort to ensure that the U.S. and its allies stand
together.
The challenge that the U.S. faces from Russia concern the position of
Russia in world affairs. The current crisis over Ukraine is but the latest symptom
of this issue. Russian security concerns have moved to the front of world attention and threaten the principle that borders should only be peacefully changed
through negotiations. The U.S. needs to raise the costs when Russia misbehaves. The Biden Administration has worked towards three tactical goals, none
of which individually would stand a chance of deterring a Russian invasion.
Taken together, the efforts of Biden’s foreign policy team to consult American
allies, provide the public information about Russian military behavior along the
border with Ukraine and devising an effective sanctions package seems to have
provided Russia with an incentive to pause before they took action and may be
the reason Ukraine has not yet faced a full-scale invasion. Even if they do, the
American efforts make logical sense and are worth the effort both in terms of
how an American administration should approach foreign policy and to lay the
groundwork to address the aftermath of a full-scale invasion.
President Biden and his foreign policy team have taken some criticism
for removing military force from the tools that they can use to address the threat.
While I am reluctant to suggest that the U.S. should ever tell an adversary that
it does not have force to rely upon, if necessary, in this case it seems to have had
a positive effect on the circumstances. Due to the risks attached with escalation
from a nuclear Russia, any claim that force was a realistic option would be met
with skeptics from Russia and American allies alike. Trying to claim otherwise
could have raised tensions and reduced President Biden’s credibility that the
U.S. would follow through on any threats they presented. By removing an uncredible option from discussion President Biden’s team focused attention on an
option that the U.S. can credibly carry out. If Vladimir Putin is willing to bear
the costs of an invasion, there is little that the U.S. or its allies can do to stop
Russia, but this is not the same thing as giving Russia a free-hand or approving of the invasion. To accomplish American goals, the Biden Administration
needs to raise the costs for Russia to take this action.
This is where the use of strong and effective sanctions comes into play.
Often sanctions are used when states have few real options to shape international outcomes. They can be a significant way to signal dissatisfaction with
another’s action without the high costs of options such as the use of military
force. When sanctions have worked to the targe’s behavior, it is either because
the sanctions are multilateral in nature, or they are targeted to impact the substantial interests of the target (and hopefully avoid any collateral damage).
This should underscore the importance of the role that American allies play
in advancing American interests. The leverage the U.S. holds in threatening
sanctions is enhanced if American allies fall in line behind the U.S. Consulting
with allies and helping to address their concerns such as the effort by the U.S.
to arrange alternatives to natural gas that Germany and other European states
purchase form Russia can go a long way to keeping Western states from freelancing and striking their own separate arrangements with Russia. This helps
ensure American credibility in negotiations and provides leverage that is useful
for the U.S.
In addition to the sanction and allies, the Biden efforts to convey information about Russia’s actions and present intelligence information has helped
prevent the spread of misinformation and potentially the use of a false-flag
operation to justify invasion. Information is an area where free societies should
hold an advantage. Presenting the circumstances at the front, as they actually
are, prevents Russia from claiming victim status and ensures transparency over
their decisions. The United States government should not be frightened of

transparency over its decision making either. If nothing else, it has the clear advantage of relying on the truth. Societies that are not free rely upon their control of information to ensure their continued rule. While there is only so much
that the U.S. can do to persuade Russian citizens about their security situation
and the actions of their own government, the U.S. can provide an alternative
and as long as the U.S. continues to provide verifiable facts into the future, the
credibility of American oﬃcials will give them leverage in negotiations with
Russia and position the U.S. as the natural head of the NATO alliance.
A leader needs followers. The U.S. lives in a world with other states that
hold values and interests that may run counter to U.S. Despite the varied interests of other states, the current international order is one of American making.
It has served the interests of the U.S. and many others since the end of World
War II. To ensure that the United States is able to secure its goals and preserve
its national interest, the U.S. will need the help of its friends. When the U.S.
doesn’t show up, others get to make the decisions. The current Administration’s
handling of the crisis in Ukraine is but one example of the role that American
allies play in promoting the American led-international order and ensure the
tools of statecraft including economic sanctions are an effective approach to
raise the costs of working to disrupt the international order. With the direct
outcomes of military force, it is easy to forget that persuasion can lead to a
more long-lasting outcome for the U.S. The United States should work more
closely with its allies in Europe and in other places in the world to promote that
American national interest. Failure to do so is the quickest way for the United
States to stop leading and, rather than shaping international affairs, become
subject to them.
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How Gen Z is the Newest Catalyst for Change in the Workplace
By Katherine Gourley ‘24

A

s Generation Z (born
1997-2015) is now the
largest population entering the work force,
the newly diplomaed digital-ites
are bringing with them new standards, values, and ideas for the
workplace and corporate social responsibility.
The workplace environment
has seen an immense amount of
change in the past two years, as
a result of the pandemic. For the
first time in US history, the standard 9-5 job can be done from the
living room rather than the cubical. While there are many positives
attributed to working from home,
such as no commute, being able to
spend more time with your family, and a relaxed wardrobe, many
fundamental workplace structures
have been lost. It is important to
acknowledge that remote environments are all that Gen Z is accustomed to.
Many young professionals view
commuting to an office as an exciting prospect. A recent study by
Generation Lab shows that 40%
of Gen Z prefers working fully in
person, with the next 37% preferring a hybrid work environment
for a better work-life environment. However, Gen Z is seeking
and growing accustomed to much
more lavish workplace conditions
than previous generations; company amenities have also become
a large part of new career recruiting. Grey cubicles in windowless
rooms and bland breakrooms are
being replaced with open-concept workspaces, catered lunches,
and gym memberships. Gen Z
wants to view going into work as
an enjoyable experience, not just
punching a time card and collecting a paycheck.
Closing the gap between work
and personal life also emphasizes
the generation’s quest for social

equity and equality in all aspects
of life. Researching and evaluating
company gender and racial demographics has become increasingly
important, along with examining how the company contributes
to the community. For example,
companies such as Apple and Microsoft have donated more than
800 million dollars individually
in the past 10 years, increasing
the donation per year amount by
15% over the past 3 years. Apple
is also accredited for being one of
the first fortune 500 companies to
sponsor company-wide volunteer
and service projects. Companies
who are viewed as highly focused
on their image in society rather
than solely focused on profits are
viewed as more desirable employers to members of Gen Z (Harvard
Business Review).
Gen Z is one of the most
highly motivated generations in
the workforce right now and that
is only going to continue to grow
stronger and spread to younger
generations as well (Forbes). With
every generation that has entered
the workforce came new changes
to the national working environments. The most common changes
include labor laws, a woman’s role
in the workplace, long-term career
paths, and employer contributions
to 401k’s and health insurance,
which have continued to benefit
our society greatly throughout the
years.
All in all, Gen Z is advocating
in new ways what every generation has also fought for happiness,
fulfillment, appreciation, and security. However, as the generation with the highest influence
in purchasing power, they hold
the keys to companies, both large
and small, which will adapt to the
change and which will not. It will
be interesting to observe over the
next 10 years to see how working
environments will change and
companies will operate.
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The Impact of Inflation in the
U.S. and the Road Ahead

By Brendan Connelly ‘22

T

he Bureau of Labor Statistics
latest projections for inflation
indicate that the Consumer
Price Index (CPI), which is
a measure of the average change over
time in the prices paid by urban consumers for a market basket of consumer
goods and services, rose by 7.5%, which
was higher than expectations. Though
some inflation is expected throughout
the year, ideally 2%, this would represent the fastest rise in inflation in almost 40 years. In examining core CPI,
which excludes energy and food due to
their volatility in prices, the value rose
by 6% year-over-year which would also
represent the largest increase in almost
40 years. While the Federal Reserve had
maintained throughout 2021 that rising
inflation levels were simply transitory
as the economy began to reopen, Fed
Chair Jerome Powell signaled that the
rising inflation is a threat to the labor
market and the economy as a whole.
The rise in prices can be attributed to
a few factors. Rachel Siegel of the Washington Post notes that as online shopping boomed during the start of the
pandemic, the prices for global shipping began to increase as shipping space
dwindled. However, these supply-chain
problems did not become as large until the spring of 2021, when many parts
of the U.S. economy began to reopen as
vaccination rates increased. One of the
industries hit hardest by breakdowns in
the supply chain was the automobile industry, due to a shortage in microchips,
an item now essential to modern car
production. In light of this shortage, the
price of new cars rose by 12% in 2021,
and the price of used cars rose by 37%,
as the available supply of cars dwindled.
In addition to the auto industry, a few
other notable sectors in which prices are increasing due to a lack of supply and high demand include housing,
food, and energy, with the average prices increasing by 14.0%, 6.5% and 49.0%
respectively. Similar to supply chain issues, another area impacting inflation

is the lack of labor throughout the last
year. As many Americans have either
lost or left their job during the pandemic, companies have been forced to
raise wages, in order to entice workers
and fill positions. This phenomenon is
reflected in the average wage of workers increasing by 4.8% over the year
2021, though it is worth noting that
this increase has not been able to keep
pace with inflation. However, in order
to raise wages, this comes at the consequence of raising the prices of various
goods. This can be seen most evidently
in the food industry, with companies
such as Kraft, Heinz, and General Mills
announcing price increases. Thus, a
breakdown in the supply chain and a
dwindling workforce may be contributing to the rise in inflation.
In examining the immediate and
long-term impacts of inflation and
the Fed’s options going forward, many
economists note that this may have
lasting effects on the cost of housing,
as well as groceries for the foreseeable
future. In addition, current consumer
expectations may further impact inflation. The University of Michigan’s Consumer Sentiment measure has fallen to
similar levels to the start of the pandemic. If consumers expect inflation
to increase further, this may spurn an
increase in purchases today, in order to
avoid higher costs in the future, leading to even more inflation. To possibly curb inflation, the Federal Reserve
has noted that they will begin to stop
purchasing government bonds, which
has assisted in increasing the money
supply in the economy, and providing
an economic stimulus. In addition, the
Federal Reserve is expected to raise interest rates, which incentivizes Americans to save, thus slowing economic
spending and lowering inflation. As
the U.S. approaches year three of the
Covid-19 pandemic, and the Omicron
variant begins to taper off, the U.S. faces the challenge of attempting to fully
re-open the economy again, while also
managing much higher inflation levels.
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o Influencers Make Money?

By Julia Posillico ‘25

W

e’ve all seen it… influencers all
over our Instagram “explore” and
TikTok “for you” pages are going viral and becoming rich. The
question that remains is how do influencers make
such large sums of money from social media?
A common misconception is that influencers
make money directly from social media services.
Although there is some truth to this statement
since social media brands such as YouTube and
TikTok do pay some top creators, the money is
nominal compared to other income streams made
available through the fan bases influencers develop on these platforms. For many creators, this is
actually better than TikTok, which does not give
any portion of ad revenue to the creators but allows them to make money off systems such as
“virtual gifts.” Creators can receive money from
the “Creator Fund,” which is only available to influencers that have a minimum of ten thousand
followers and one hundred thousand views in a
thirty-day period.

Since influencers do not make a lot of money
from the platforms, they find other ways to profit
off of their large followings. They do this by…
- Posting Sponsored Content refers to when creators post something promoting a specific product. The brand will pay significant sums of money
for that post depending on the number of followers you have. On Instagram, for every 1,000
followers an influencer has, influencers typically
receive around $10 for each post.
- Becoming a Brand Ambassador refers to when
creators establish longer deals with companies
to promote products through multiple posts and
highlight the brand on a regular basis.
- Creating Affiliate links and codes. Brands make
deals with creators and give them unique codes or
links that they promote through their social media pages. When people click that link or use that
code to buy something the creator gets a percentage of the sale, and typically the codes provide a
discount for the consumer so both sides benefit.
- Developing personalized merchandise. Many of
the biggest content creators sell merchandise with

something relating to their brand on it. It often
consists of clothing items, such as t-shirts and
hoodies.
There are a lot of ways to make money off social media, and this leads to big-time creators
becoming extremely wealthy. In 2021, Tik Tok
influencer, Charli D’Amelio, made approximately
seventeen point five million dollars, according to
Forbes. She has over a hundred million followers,
and she makes her money from a clothing line,
promoting products in TikTok videos, and other ads. YouTube influencer, MrBeast was one of
the most profitable people in social media making
around fifty-four million dollars in 2021 with his
over ninety million subscribers. His money comes
mostly from ad revenue, sponsorship within his
videos, and his merch.
Social media has created a new frontier of diverse marketing that can be very profitable. In today’s digital age, many large and small businesses
are advertising through social media platforms,
expanding the potential revenue for influencers
and reshaping our approach to marketing.
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Why Food Prices Are On The Rise

By Connor Touhey ‘24

I

f you’ve gone grocery shopping anytime recently, you may have noticed that the prices of the foods you’re buying have been on
the rise. This is a truth that many of us have
had to face. Cheap, reliable, and full of selections,
grocery stores in America are places that have become a reality for us. The average grocery store
in America has 40-70 thousand– that’s right–
thousand selections of different food items. Such
an abundance at such low prices is a trend that
we have been accustomed to in the recent past.
Because of this complacency that many of us are
guilty of indulging in, when disruptions to this
delicate food system occur, we see the effects on
the prices of the goods we want to buy. It is for
this reason that we are now seeing these steep increases in food prices. Between April 2020 and
December 2021, the global price of soybeans

went up by 52%, and the price of wheat soared
to 80% higher than it previously was. This past
December alone, we saw an average increase of
6.83% for all of our food goods, with meat, poultry, fish, and eggs jumping up a whopping 12.5%.
Why did this happen? What caused the market to
suddenly change so much? Well, as we know, the
food industry is massive and has many working
parts, but there are a few big influences that have had the most impact. For
starters, the Covid Pandemic caused a
massive increase in demand for food,
causing food producers to scramble
to keep up with demand, shifting the
balance of supply and demand that
had previously been in place. When
this shift is combined with other factors such as increasing fuel and energy prices, a shortage of truck drivers,
rising inflation rates, higher frequency

of droughts, and bad weather in food-producing
regions, it is easy to see why the prices for food
are rising so quickly. So what can be done about
this? From a consumer’s perspective, it’s hard to
say. Most of these factors are related to things out
of our control. However, if we are diligent with
our purchases, look for deals, and use coupons, we
should be able to wait out the storm.
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THE CONSUMER MEGATREND
By Ben Sherry ‘24

M

any economists in the banking industry predict a “consumer megatrend”: strong financial capacity
to spend among millenials as they
enter higher earning and spending years. Why?
First, the U.S. consumer has seen an increase in
wages exceeding the pre-covid trend line, especially in the private sector (See Exhibit 2). Therefore, coupled with the stimulus packages, consumers have spent more on goods and services.
Second, given the skyrocketing housing market
and index funds, total net worth for individuals has reached a new high at 142 trillion which
bodes well for the future (See Exhibit 3). Economists are calling this the “wealth effect”: an increase in the aggregate level of wealth and rate of
change. Houses are valuable now due to pent up
demand for houses and little supply because of a
lack of building activity (See Exhibit 8). Since the
2008 financial crisis, it has been difficult to persuade contractors to build new homes, yet there
are signs of recovery. Third, millennials are be-

coming the largest cohort of the population and
will make up the majority of consumer spending
as baby boomers decrease in size (See Exhibit 5).
Interestingly enough, millennials have shown a
strong emphasis on experiences over things (See
Exhibit 6). For example, a group of individuals are much more likely to plan a vacation trip
rather than buy a new TV, video games, or furniture. This bodes well for recovery of the airline
industry and will hopefully help underdeveloped
countries such as Jamaica whose tourism industry accounts for more than 25% of GDP. There is
one exception to this rule: apparel. There is a dramatic push for apparel for those aged between 3544, but decreasing sharply for those under 25 and
over 65 (See Exhibit 7). Companies with strong
social media presence and online retail capacities
such as Nike, Shopify, Amazon, and Lululemon
have capitalized on this select group of consumers.
However, the consumer megatrend is not
without its flaws. Wage increases have increased

sharply for the college educated, but have decreased for those without a college degree. This
can possibly lead to a collapse from the bottom
up. Inflation has greatly exaggerated the wage increases, housing prices, and has led to an increase
in many consumer products. The Federal Reserve
is predicted to raise interest rates four times this
year, with the first hikes coming in March. In a
no win situation, consumers are going to stop
spending money because prices are rising or stop
taking out loans since interest rates are too high.
Furthermore, another element to consider is the
unsolved supply chain crisis under the Biden Administration. As a final point, travel is only likely
to rebound if covid restrictions lessen as omicron
cases decrease across the country.
Will the consumer megatrend hold or will
there be a housing and consumer spending crash?
In such unpredictable times and with so many
factors, it is hard to tell.
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Ciocca Center Update
Business Certiﬁcate Student Opportunites: Past & Future
By Mackenzie Madden ‘22
Before heading back to the Hill, 187 motivated students participated in five concurrent virtual business workshops. The
week of January 18-22 was led by 70 experienced alumni presenters and mentors across a variety of areas and disciplines. Our
students left with greater knowledge and expertise thanks to our generous presenters.
A large group of students participated in the Corporate Finance and Banking workshop, virtually touring banks and learning
about the application process to top corporate finance, banking and asset management firms.
Others participated in the Business Strategy and Innovation workshop, exploring a practical
approach to strategy and innovation by diving into the case materials of four large corporations.
Over 100 students took part in the Interview Prep workshop, which prepared students for interviews by working on their elevator pitch and practicing other interview skills.
The Marketing, Communications, and Sales workshop provided students exposure to
advertising, marketing, sales, and public relations. Teams participated in the PepsiCo challenge,
each tasked with bringing SodaStream to campus for individual use. A special congratulation to
the teams with the best long and short-term marketing plans, securing them each a SodaStream
machine!
Congratulations to the PepsiCo Challenge Winners: Margaux Dowdle ‘23, Garrett Flynn ‘23, William Frost
‘22, Grace Kelly ‘22, Kelsey Minister ‘24, Margaret Mitchell ‘22, Molly O’Hara ‘23, Paul Pardo Cota ‘22,
Aidan Sullivan ‘23 & Fiona Walsh ‘23
Fullbridge Professional Edge was back this January with students working throughout the
week in teams, culminating with final projects demonstrating their growth in the basics of business. Congratulations to the following members of Team Under Armour, who received the top price of a $300 Apple Gift Card!
Congratulations to the Fullbridge Professional Edge Program Winners: John Fallon ‘24, Luke Hoeing ‘25, Madeline Morton ‘25 & Ellen O’Leary ‘25
Many of the students participated in more than one opportunity as they worked towards Business Certificate Program completion, including the month-long Excel Tutorial offered over January. The skills and experience they gained over winter break are
great additions to their resume. Register for a Certificate at www.holyross.edu/business.

Looking Ahead

• The Future of Business Execution Bootcamp / March 7-9: Not sure what to do over spring break? Consider participating in the first ever Celonis boot camp at Holy Cross. Focused on process mining, students will gather virtually to
work on real-world problems using an analytical discipline for discovering, monitoring, and improving business processes. This will be held over spring break, March 7-9, with Bill Martin ’92, strategic account executive at Celonis. Watch
for registration details from the Ciocca Center.
• Entrepreneurship Week / March 25 - April 1: “Students can look forward to endless opportunities of networking
with entrepreneurial alumni, in addition to getting resources and funding to improve or progress their business” shares
Mary Anne Wiley ‘22, managing director of the student incubator. “HC Launch has multiple events hosted throughout
the school year which allows students to exhibit and display their entrepreneurial spirit. Most of these events have cash
prizes which our students can utilize to improve their business.” Join us for Entrepreneurship Week, March 25 - April 1,
kicking off with the Innovation Challenge and concluding with the annual Shark Tank competition.
• Ethics Workshops: The three business certificate programs all require an ethics component to help facilitate important conversations regarding leadership, authority, ethics, and legal issues within the corporate world. Learning through
case-study discussion, accomplished alumni lead students through diﬃcult conversations and reflection of their own
moral compass. Join us this spring and register by March 24.
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By, Pamela Ahearn, Manager Employer Partnerships
For those of you hoping to pursue a career in Financial Services i.e. careers involving the investment, lending, and management of money and assets, it’s
important for you to start the process EARLY. This is an incredibly competitive industry that typically targets college sophomores during the spring
and summer months for summer analyst roles that will occur the summer between junior and senior years. Ideally a summer analyst role will lead to a
full time analyst offer with the firm where you interned. That’s the goal. With only a few exceptions, without that summer analyst experience, you will not
be considered for a full time role, particularly at the bulge bracket banks.
Some things to keep in mind
Major doesn’t necessarily matter but cumulative GPA does. You can major in philosophy, religion, or psychology and still be competitive for summer
analyst roles. What’s important to the firms is that you do well academically in whatever major you choose, this typically means a 3.5 or above for most
roles and a 3.7 or above for roles specifically in Investment Banking. If you can achieve a high GPA with an economics major, go for it, but it’s not necessary to be an economics major just because you think that’s the closest major to finance at Holy Cross. It’s essential to take some quantitative courses
and highlight them on your resume. Alumni recommend that you take at least one Accounting class, ideally before junior year. Computer science courses
are considered a plus. Showing a demonstrated interest in finance is important. You can illustrate this through involvement in the Finance Club/Student
Investment Fund/Women in Business/Women in Economics, being the Treasurer of a Holy Cross club, participating in the Finance and Banking Certificate Program through the Ciocca Center, working as a bank teller, having a customer service job where you reconcile the cash drawer, and/or working
with a financial advisor sourcing leads. Athletics, work experience, leadership (through activities and jobs), and entrepreneurship are also valued by the
firms. Finally, strong communication skills are also necessary to be competitive. The banks are looking for well rounded individuals.
Interviewing
Pre screening interviews are typically done via on demand videos (HireVue, Clover, and VidCruiter to name a few) where you are traditionally asked 3-5
questions with your responses timed and recorded. The next step is a Superday conducted virtually or in-person where you will interview with multiple
people at the firm over the course of a morning or afternoon. Superdays can be intense and can include technical questions, behavioral based questions,
market based questions, and questions about your resume/experience. Sometimes you won’t hear anything after your video interview or it might take
months to hear back, or you will be contacted to schedule a Superday pretty quickly after your video interview. This is all normal.
Skills and Networking
Some of the skills the firms are seeking include, but are not limited to, analytical, research, communication, tenacity, confidence, a competitive spirit,
problem solving, intellectual curiosity, being teachable, smart, and having a strong work ethic. While students at liberal arts institutions typically develop
and hone many or all of these skills in college, unfortunately many liberal arts institutions are not target schools for the firms so it’s important for you to
connect or “network” with Holy Cross alumni who are currently in the industry. Do your research first. You should have a solid understanding of the
industry through reviewing Wall Street Oasis, Firsthand (formerly Vault), and Wall Street Prep. Identify your area of interest and your specific skill set.
Contact alumni to set up calls, video chats or in-person meetings ideally with younger alumni first. The HC Network is a Holy Cross curated database
for you to identify and communicate with alumni. Furthermore, be sure to take advantage of events (virtual and in-person) that the firms host on Handshake or other portals and stay up-to-date on current events and the markets. Have an opinion about what’s happening with the markets and in the
world and be prepared to answer questions about basic financial modeling when you connect with alumni or other/family connections.
Wall Street is looking to diversify their workforce and are looking for candidates to apply to early engagement programs (LGBTQIA+, students of color,
women, and military). If you identify with any of these groups, you should seriously consider participating in these pipeline programs. There is typically
an application process to be considered for a spot. This is a fantastic way to learn about the industry, network and receive an offer for a Superday for a
summer analyst role.
The Center for Career Development is here to support you as you navigate the financial services industry. Lauren O’Neill oversees the Business, Finance,
Consulting Career Community and will serve as the Wall Street advisor. You can schedule an appointment with her via Handshake. If you’ve worked
with Pam Ahearn in the past, you can continue to work with her through the end of this academic year.
Please take advantage of the many resources offered by the Center for Career Development:
Opting into the Business, Consulting, Finance Career Community to receive tailored information (My Career Interests in Handshake)
Drop-ins for resume and cover letter reviews (visit Hogan 203 - Mondays - Fridays 1-4p.m.)
Individual appointments (scheduled through Handshake)
Mock Interviews (scheduled through Handshake)
Interview Stream for practice with video interviews (in Handshake)
Wall Street Do’s and Don’ts
Wall Street Reading List
Interview Tips
2023 Wall Street/Financial Services Spreadsheet
Sample Finance/Wall Street Resumes
Links for the above resources can be found on the digital print.
csj.holycross.edu
Best of luck as you navigate this process and don’t be a stranger. We want to help you!!

Interested in Joining CSJ?
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